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Historical Background of CGU

•

Founded	
  in	
  1925.	
  The	
  ﬁrst	
  university	
  in	
  North	
  America	
  to	
  devote	
  itself	
  
en=rely	
  to	
  graduate	
  study.	
  

•

Includes	
  four	
  Schools,	
  and	
  two	
  Centers.	
  Has	
  established	
  an	
  in=mate,	
  
student-‐focused	
  environment	
  designed	
  to	
  promote	
  crea=ve	
  
collabora=on	
  with	
  faculty	
  and	
  fellow	
  students.	
  

	
  
•

Part	
  of	
  the	
  Claremont	
  Colleges	
  Consor=um	
  

About CISAT

	
  
	
  


The	
  Center	
  for	
  Informa=on	
  Systems	
  and	
  Technology	
  (CISAT)	
  was	
  
founded	
  in	
  1983	
  by	
  Dr.	
  Paul	
  Gray,	
  an	
  inﬂuen=al	
  pioneer	
  and	
  world-‐
renowned	
  scholar	
  in	
  the	
  ﬁeld	
  of	
  informa=on	
  systems	
  and	
  
technology	
  (IS&T).	
  



CISAT	
  takes	
  an	
  applied	
  transdisplinary	
  approach	
  to	
  IS&	
  T,	
  with	
  
mul=ple	
  concentra=on	
  op=ons	
  in	
  both	
  master’s	
  and	
  doctoral	
  
program,	
  as	
  well	
  as	
  interﬁeld	
  op=ons	
  with	
  any	
  of	
  the	
  CGU	
  schools.	
  

	
  

GIS as a Transdisciplinary
Science and Practice
Geographic (Spatial) information
science: is the science behind the
technology and considers fundamental
questions raised by the use of systems
and technologies; GIS-T is the science
needed to keep technology at the
cutting edge; it is a transdisciplinary
field with many disciplines contributing
to these issues.
Wave 1:geography, cartography, urban
planning,
Wave 2: information/computer science,
social sciences, economic and business
applications.
(Adapted from Goodchild, 2002)

CISAT Academic Programs
Health Informatics
MPH Concentration

Health
Informatics

IT Management
MBA Concentration

Information
Systems
and Technology
Masters – 44 Units
PhD – 76 Units

Cyber Security

GIS Solution
Development

Social
Technologies

A Brief History of GIS and Esri at CGU
1998
2000
2003
2006
2008
2009
2010
2011
2012
2013
2013
2013
2013
2013
2014

- Spatial Cognition of Neighborhoods Study
- GIS Course Offered at CISAT
- First Spatial Information System Development Dissertation
- GIS Concentration Started
- Named one of three inaugural EDC’s by Esri
- SafeRoadMaps achieves 10 million visits
– First Esri MOU signed
– CISAT Refines Concentrations, Accelerates GIS
– Advanced GIS Lab formed to Enhanced CGU Research
- Renewed Esri MOU and Scholarship Program
- Horan and Hilton Invited to White House
- GIS Becomes Top CISAT Concentration
- CISAT Expands GIS Efforts Across CGU
– Esri Visit for GIS Day and Student GIS Club Formed
– Board of Trustees Approve Additional GIS Positions

The CGU Focus: Video

http://is.cgu.edu

Practicum: Practice-Based Learning

The Advanced GIS Lab in CISAT focuses on advanced location analysis
and the research and development of advanced GIS solutions. The Lab
stresses an integrated approach to knowledge, research, and problemsolving that takes the core ideas, methods, and concepts from several
disciplines and uses them to study a broad range of problems.

Esri Partnership and Development
Center (EDC)
One of the founding Esri
Development Centers,
(EDC).
New MOU supports
education, research and
training collaboration.
Applied focus unites
research on pressing issues
with new platforms, tools,
and techniques
.

GIS Concentration Highlights
Foundation Courses (Required)
IST 370: Geographic Information Systems: Essential Concepts
IST 371: GIS Solution Development
Advanced Courses (Choose 1)
IST 372: Advanced GIS Analytics and Solution Development
IST 380: Geospatial Business Intelligence
IST 380: Health Geoinformatics
IST 380: Spatial Thinking and Statistics (planned)
Specialized Topics (Choose 1)
IST 380: Cloud Computing
IST 380: Mobile Applications
Practicum (Required)
IST 373: GIS Practicum

360 student enrollees in GIS
..
Concentration Courses, 204 since
2011

Current Lab Projects Underway

Design Science Research Methodology

Design Science is an outcome based information technology
research methodology, which offers specific guidelines for
evaluation and iteration within research projects.
Design science research requires the creation of an innovative,
purposeful artifact for a special problem domain.

Design Science Research Methodology
Lab Research and Development Methodology
The artifact must be evaluated in order to ensure its utility for the
specified problem. In order to form a novel research
contribution, the artifact must either solve a problem that has
not yet been solved, or provide a more effective solution.
Both the construction and evaluation of the artifact must be done
rigorously, and the results of the research must be accepted
from both presented effectively both to technology-oriented
and management-oriented audiences.

GeoHealth Informatics Ecosystem

Policy

Policy

Community

Patient

Insurer

Provider

GIS as a Business Intelligence Tool
Michael McElroy

Gartner: 8 essential
components of BI

•Reporting
•Dashboards
•Ad hoc query
•Search-based
•OLAP
•Interactive visualization
•Scorecards
•Predictive modeling
•Data mining

•Provides highly robust capabilities in most of these areas,
and extends visualization and predictive modeling beyond
traditional BI systems

GIS is
similar in
that it:

•Allows for the leveraging of the spatial component of data,
which is not a native component of traditional BI systems

•Maps and other visualization can help tell a story that is
otherwise difficult to realize in traditional scorecards,
charts, tables, etc.

Research Questions
How can spatially enabled data inform healthcare decision making
at the community and clinical service delivery level?

What current healthcare business imperatives could
benefit from a spatial perspective?

What are the range of organizational decisions that
might be affected by introducing GIS-based IT
artifacts?

Methodology
Action Design Research
Use the identified
processes and spatial data
to build IT artifacts which
showcase how geospatial
technology can improve
decision making

Model specific business
processes that have an
impact on decision making

Extract, from those
processes, datasets that
have a spatial component

Process Modeling

•

Identify business imperatives

•

Model current process

•

Identify spatial components

•

Define opportunities for use of GIS

•

Prototype application

Community

Behavioral Health Assessment
Policy

Policy

San Bernardino County Behavioral Health

Patient

Insurer

Provider



Visualization of mental
health client density



Overlay existing resources



Useful to plan where to
place new resources

Community

Patient

Insurer

Map environmental factors
in real time


•
•

Wind
Air Quality



Overlay location of children
with history of asthma



Develop a risk score for
potential attack



Send targeted notifications
•
•

Parents
School Nurses

Policy

Loma Linda University Health (LLUH)

Policy

Childhood Asthma Risk

Provider

Spatial Analysis of Freight
Economy and Supply Chain

GeoSpatial Supply Chain:
Freight Rail


The purpose of this study was to focus the
nation’s attention on the economic role of
freight system in the US.



The focus of the study is on industry
clusters in Minnesota and the relationship
of these geographic economic clusters on
the freight rail system.



The study has interwoven research and
outreach elements.

Study Methods


Economic and Related GIS Data Analysis
◦ Industry cluster, GSP shift-share, and GIS analysis



National and Regional Expert Interviews
◦ Class 1 and shortline railroads; federal, state and local
policymakers; system users; economic development
officials.



Report Reviews and Synthesis
◦ Various sources: NCFRP, SHRP, economic research,
Minnesota state freight and rail plans.



Outreach and Feedback
◦ Interim/ Final Presentations, TPEC Advisory Committee.

HUMPHREY SCHOOL
OF PUBLIC AFFAIRS

http://freighteconomy.org

Rail Critical to Supply Chain and
Industries in Midwest

Agricultural Products

Metal Mining

Processed Food

Heavy Machinery

“The Best Single Map..”

Impact

New Directions

Big$Data$Oﬀerings$$
@$CISAT/CGU$

Sen/ment&Analysis&for&Business:&A&Student&Case&Study&

(—THIS SIDEBAR DOES NOT PRINT—)

DESIGN GUIDE

This PowerPoint 2007 template produces a 36”x48”
presentation poster. You can use it to create your research
poster and save valuable time placing titles, subtitles, text,
and graphics.

Sean&Bjurstrom&
Claremont&Graduate&University,&Center&for&Informa/on&Systems&and&Technology&

We provide a series of online tutorials that will guide you
through the poster design process and answer your poster
production questions. To view our template tutorials, go online
to PosterPresentations.com and click on HELP DESK.
When you are ready to print your poster, go online to
PosterPresentations.com

Introduc>on(
What is it?
Sentiment Analysis is the use of natural language processing and
machine learning tools to rapidly analyze unstructured data such
as text to determine the key concepts and sentiment of that text.

Need assistance? Call us at 1.510.649.3001

Q U I C K S TA R T
Zoom in and out

Transdisciplinary$Big$Data$Fundamentals$
$

As you work on your poster zoom in and out to the level
that is more comfortable to you.
Go to VIEW > ZOOM.

Title, Authors, and Affiliations
Start designing your poster by adding the title, the names of the authors,
and the affiliated institutions. You can type or paste text into the
provided boxes. The template will automatically adjust the size of your
text to fit the title box. You can manually override this feature and
change the size of your text.

BIG$DATA,$NEW$WORLDS:$DATA$ANALYTICAL$TOOLS$ACROSS$THE$DISCIPLINES$$$

T I P : The font size of your title should be bigger than your name(s) and
institution name(s).

TNDY$$405I$$(SPONSORED$BY$$T9STUDIES$PROGRAM,$IN$COLLABORATION$WITH$H.$TCHALIAN,DRUCKER$SCHOOL)$
This$course$focuses$on$using$Big$Data$tools$and$technologies$eﬀecBvely$across$various$disciplines$and$seDngs$–$
social$sciences,$humaniBes,$informaBon$systems,$business,$policy,$and$healthcare.$The$enormous$volume,$velocity,$
and$variety$of$data$created$every$day$from$social$media$in$the$form$of$TwiJer$feeds,$Facebook$posts,$and$countless$
other$plaLorms$and$sensors$shows$no$signs$of$abaBng.$The$class$takes$a$$wideMranging,$transdisciplinary,$handsMon$
approach$to$introducing,$learning$,$using,$and$managing$$such$Big$Data$opportuniBes.$In$the$course,$you$not$only$
explore$the$what,$but$the$how$and$the$why,$of$big$data$analysis$in$diﬀerent$disciplines.$$
Adding Logos / Seals

Most often, logos are added on each side of the title. You can insert a
logo by dragging and dropping it from your desktop, copy and paste or by
going to INSERT > PICTURES. Logos taken from web sites are likely to be
low quality when printed. Zoom it at 100% to see what the logo will look
like on the final poster and make any necessary adjustments.
T I P : See if your school’s logo is available on our free poster templates
page.

Results(
Why use it?
Sentiment analysis can help an
organization gain better insight in to
how the public views the
organization.
It can be used to determine if an
organizational campaign is having
an impact and in what way.
It can help answer such questions as ‘Are people aware of my
product and how do they view it’.
Sentiment analysis has been used in industries such as
healthcare, politics, marketing, and public relations.

Photographs / Graphics

$

You can add images by dragging and dropping from your desktop, copy
and paste, or by going to INSERT > PICTURES. Resize images
proportionally by holding down the SHIFT key and dragging one of the
corner handles. For a professional-looking poster, do not distort your
images by enlarging them disproportionally.

Objec>ves(

Data$Science$AnalyBcs$

Corner&handles&

$

DATA$SCIENCE$PROGRAMMING$–$$

ORIGINAL(

DISTORTED(

Image Quality Check
Zoom in and look at your images at 100% magnification. If they look good
they will print well.

$
KNOWLEDGE$DISCOVERY$AND$DATA$MINING$–$IST$333 $$

Bad&prin/ng&quality&

Good&prin/ng&quality&

IST$380$(SPONSORED$BY$BLAIS$GRANT,$IN$COLLABORTION$WITH$Z.$DODDS,$HARVEY$MUDD$COLLEGE)$
The$term$“Data$Science"$is$a$recent$one$that$captures$gamut$of$analyBc$approaches$to$data$gathering,$analysis,$
visualizaBon$and$uBlizaBon.$This$course$provides$you$with$an$introducBon$into$computaBonal$thinking,$and$how$
this$thinking$guides$soRware$programming$for$Data$Science$applicaBons.$$You$will$be$taken$through$a$handsMon$and$
engaging$process$for$learning$and$using$Python$and$related$Data$Science$programming$languages.$$$

• Understand the customer’s image of the organization and
products being reviewed.
• Collect "real" reviews of car dealerships and determine how
the public views these organizations. Could potentially be a
better source of information than those collected by a
dealership after a purchase has been made.
• Create a dashboard that could be used by an organization to
support decision making
• Develop a process for performing sentiment analysis using open
source, big data tools.
• Process needs to be easily scalable to handle massive
datasets.

Q U I C K S TA R T

Anthony&J.&Corso&
Introduc>on(

Social(Programs(vs.(Income(

Collec>ve(Data(

To support dissertation research a link between crime, the linguistic
analysis of social media, and data of public domain needed to be observed.
Average Nearest Neighbor, Spatial Autocorrelation, and Hot Spot Analysis
tools removed the traditional black-box solution for this type of research
and dismissed ambiguous notions of data integration. Outcomes
unequivocally appeased future research concerns and will enlighten guests
wishing to integrate social media corpora in predictive ways via GIS.

As you work on your poster zoom in and out to the level
that is more comfortable to you.
Go to VIEW > ZOOM.

Start designing your poster by adding the title, the names of the authors,
and the affiliated institutions. You can type or paste text into the
provided boxes. The template will automatically adjust the size of your
text to fit the title box. You can manually override this feature and
change the size of your text.

Conclusion(
Although integrating public domain and crime data are not novel,
comingling them with ad hoc social media data streams in predictive ways
via GIS is. In this brief pilot study on incident-based crime data and data
of public domain a positive correlation among the data was established.
The work specifies the framework needed for future social media GIS
projects.

References(

Objec>ves(
Despite the small amount of data given in a social media microtext, i.e., a
tweet, if its content is properly analyzed it can be used as input for a GIS
artifact where predictive capabilities are achieved. For example:
• Recognition of latent events in order to record its observation by an
eyewitness; or
• Prediction of real-time trends via social media and behavior of historical
record.

Social(Media(vs.(Income(

T I P : The font size of your title should be bigger than your name(s) and
institution name(s).

Sample$Domain$ApplicaBons$$
$

• AlchemyAPI http://www.alchemyapi.com/
• BigData Startups http://www.bigdata-startups.com/sentiment-analytics-no-brainerorganisations/
• Facebook http://newsroom.fb.com/company-info/
• SEO Clerk https://www.seoclerk.com/buy-twitter-followers/246492/I-Will-Provide-3000Twitter-Retweets-or-Favorites-to-your-Tweet
• Social Media Explorer http://www.socialmediaexplorer.com/wp-content/uploads/2014/01/
Emotions.jpg
• Social Media Explorer http://www.socialmediaexplorer.com/social-media-measurement/
social-sentiments-missing-measures/
• Twitter https://about.twitter.com/company
• Yelp http://www.yelp.com/about

EC2: Amazon’s Elastic Cloud Compute, a cloud server hosting
platform
S3: Amazon’s online file storage service
Elastic MapReduce: A service that is part of Amazon’s Hadoop
platform

Zoom in and out

Does$spaBal$locaBon$maJer$in$your$research$or$pracBce?$This$course$introduces$you$to$the$design$and$
development$of$geospaBal$(GIS$)applicaBons$and$systems.$You$will$develop$the$fundamental$components$of$a$GIS$
Title, Authors, and Affiliations
soluBon$and$demonstrate$your$mastery$of$basic$GIS$soluBon$development$pracBces$with$the$delivery$of$a$
prototype$GIS.$The$course$ensures$that$you$are$exposed$to$the$most$current$locaBonal$analyBc$tools$for$use$in$the$
emerging$geospaBal$Big$Data$world.$
$
$

•
•

Claremont&Graduate&University&

We provide a series of online tutorials that will guide you
through the poster design process and answer your poster
production questions. To view our template tutorials, go online
to PosterPresentations.com and click on HELP DESK.

GEOSPATIAL$SOLUTIONS$–$IST$371$

References(

Deﬁni>ons(
•

Toward&Predic/ve&Analysis&via&Social&Media,&Big&Data,&and&GIS&

DESIGN GUIDE

Need assistance? Call us at 1.510.649.3001

Conclusions(
• Big data sentiment analysis can be done within a semester using
commercial e.g. amazon and related open source tools
• Provides revealing insights for business, policy, or research.
• Commercial providers such as SPSS are moving quickly in to
this arena, making it roughly equivalent to multivariate analysis
in complexity
• In short it’s a new tool that will be common place in the
analytical arena
• CISAT is dedicating resources to develop this student research
capacity at CGU

RESEARCH POSTER PRESENTATION DESIGN © 2012

This PowerPoint 2007 template produces a 36”x48”
presentation poster. You can use it to create your research
poster and save valuable time placing titles, subtitles, text,
and graphics.

When you are ready to print your poster, go online to
PosterPresentations.com

Open Source, Big Data Methodology
The methodology for performing sentiment analysis using open
source, big data tools is very similar to that of performing the
sentiment analysis on a desktop. The only difference is in Step 2.
In Step 2, instead of using Python with AlchemyAPI to perform
the analysis, Amazon Web Services’ big data platform is used.
The analysis is performed in three stages.
1. Create and run job using Amazon Elastic MapReduce
2. Split job among Amazon EC2 servers to perform analysis in
parallel
3. Combine results from each server to receive overall results
Why use big data tools?
The first method works well for several thousand reviews. If
10,000 or 100,000 reviews need to be analyzed, it will take far
too long to perform. Method 2, is infinitely scalable by simply
adding more servers and the processing time to perform 10,000
analysis or 100,000 will be similar.

www.PosterPresentations.com

(—THIS SIDEBAR DOES NOT PRINT—)

Do$you$want$to$help$predict$the$next$popular$product$or$customerM$product$matching?$$Find$what$will$trend$next$on$
social$media?$Help$prevent$crimes?$Then$the$Knowledge$Discovery$and$Data$Mining$course$can$teach$you$the$data$
mining$techniques$to$do$that.$$In$this$course$you$will$look$at$the$enBre$knowledge$discovery$process,$including$
interesBng$data$mining$techniques$for$Big$Data$that$can$be$used$in$a$wide$variety$of$seDngs$(business,$science,$
web).$$
$$

Methods(
Methodology
Collect Social Media
•
Extract reviews and data about reviews from sources
such as websites and Twitter
•
Store all data in an array
Conduct Sentiment Analysis
•
Perform sentiment analysis of text. Extract keywords,
entities, and review sentiment
•
Clean data
•
Normalize scores
Visualize
•
Import into Tableau for visualization and knowledge
discovery

Discussion(
Natural(Language(Processing(of(Social(Media(

Adding Logos / Seals

In order to support a social media hot spot analysis GIS artifact, ostensibly
allowing predictive crime-based social media research, a number of issues
must be considered and resolved. Although ad hoc Big Data analysis has
been successful it is largely represented via single domain inquiry. The
observation of multi-domain dataset processing needs significant
consideration so conclusions can be drawn via triangulation of disparate
data. In addition, an artifact’s framework needs to support data analysis
including overt statistical techniques, e.g., Laplace smoothing and logistic
regression of constituent data streams. This will enable large-scale dataset
evaluation to be conducted in a meaningful but myopic way. When fully
implemented the former will create a robust artifact that relates GIS
symbology and spatial correlation processes, to further consider, extend,
and uncover evident data relationships previous research omits because of
shortcomings with respect to single domain datasets. The figure below
illustrates initial outcomes for such an artifact.

Most often, logos are added on each side of the title. You can insert a
logo by dragging and dropping it from your desktop, copy and paste or by
going to INSERT > PICTURES. Logos taken from web sites are likely to be
low quality when printed. Zoom it at 100% to see what the logo will look
like on the final poster and make any necessary adjustments.

BUSINESS:$TECHNOLOGICAL$INNOVATION$AND$ENTREPRENEURSHIP$–$IST$316$

This$class$is$designed$to$expose$you$to$the$transformaBve$and$wealth$generaBng$eﬀect$innovaBon$has$on$
enterprise$in$our$increasing$globalized$and$data$rich$society.$$There$are$several$key$themes$you$will$discuss$during$
Photographs / Graphics
the$course,$such$as:$innovaBon$is$the$heart$of$a$business$and$the$foundaBon$for$entrepreneurship,$$current$trends$
in$technology$(including$Big$Data)$provide$a$new$set$of$challenges$and$opportuniBes$for$innovaBon,$and$$successful$
enterprises$organize$themselves$to$conBnuously$innovate$throughout$these$technological$changes.$
T I P : See if your school’s logo is available on our free poster templates
page.

You can add images by dragging and dropping from your desktop, copy
and paste, or by going to INSERT > PICTURES. Resize images
proportionally by holding down the SHIFT key and dragging one of the
corner handles. For a professional-looking poster, do not distort your
images by enlarging them disproportionally.

Crime(vs.(Income(

$

HEALTH:$GEOINFORMATICS$$9$IST$380C$(Summer$2015)$

Corner&handles&

ORIGINAL(

DISTORTED(

Did$you$know$that$where$you$live$can$have$a$strong$associaBon$with$your$health?$The$use$of$geospaBal$
Image Quality Check
technologies$and$informaBon$can$improve$our$understanding$of$the$relaBonships$between,$people,$locaBon,$Bme,$
and$health$and$healthcare$issues.$In$this$course$you$will$examine$how$these$technologies$and$Big$Data$analyses$can$
assist$in:$discovering$and$eliminaBng$disease,$disease$prevenBon$and$health$promoBon$for$community$health,$and$
healthcare$service$planning$and$delivery.$$

Contact(
Mr. Corso is a Ph.D. candidate pursuing a degree in Information Systems
from Claremont Graduate University. He joined California Baptist
University in 2007 and is an Assistant Professor in the College of
Engineering.

Bad&prin/ng&quality&

Good&prin/ng&quality&

Zoom in and look at your images at 100% magnification. If they look good
they will print well.
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Emerging Hot Spot Analysis
A Space-Time Approach to Pattern Mining
Lauren Bennett
• MAUP
• Temporal equivalent?
Aggregation

• Relationships in space
• Relationships in time
Conceptualization

Interpretation

• Categorizing locations
• Incorporating temporal
trend statistics

Communication

• Visualization in 3D
• Value of categories for
storytelling
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